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Hilly Fields Medical Centre 

Full PPG Meeting notes 
 

Tuesday 9th November 12:30-13:30 

PPG Chair | Aiysha Saleemi 

NB: EMIS = a healthcare patient record service (see https://www.emisgroupplc.com/who-we-are/ & also 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EMIS_Health); NHSE = NHS England; PPGMem = Hilly Fields PPG Member; 

SELCCG = South East London CCG (https://selondonccg.nhs.uk/); TLCP = The Lewisham Care Partnership 

 

Attendees:  
TLCP: Colin Stears, (managing partner) 

Hilly Fields Practice: Jacqui Henty (practice manager) 

Patient members: Catherine, Richard Sutton, Roger Stocker, Sian Preece, Annette Jeanes, John Keidan, Alison 

Stone, Symon (co-ordinator/notes) 

 

 

 

Item 

(Presenter) 

[topics] 

Notes & Actions 

Introductions 

& apologies  

(Aiysha) 

Aiysha 

PPG Chair 

 

Previous 

actions 

For any actions – Aiysha had an earlier catchup with Colin & Jacqui to address 

outstanding actions, with the majority for Colin.  To save time, the actions will 

be addressed later and fed back to PPG members as arising. 

 

Notes previous 

full meeting 

No comments 

Merger Plan 

update - 

Progress on the 

5-practice 

formation of the 

'super- practice'  

(Colin) 

 

[TLCP 

engagement] 

[local identity] 

 

 

 

 

 

Last week SELCCG Primary Care Committee agreed in principle for TLCP 

group merger to take place.  Initially 2 sites will merge to form TLCP, 

followed stepwise by mergers of the remaining 3 sites by March 2022, most 

likely starting after Christmas.  Will be limited by EMIS’s IT-system 

scheduling. 

 

Colin will feedback on some topics including functioning/arrangements of 

(a) call centre and (b) governance - ACTION COLIN 

 

TLCP with 57,000 patients is one of the biggest super-practices in SE London.  

SELCCG wants to understand TLCP functioning, future engagement etc. 

The site names will change accordingly, keeping local identity as each site 

finally enters the partnership e.g. TLCP@HillyFields with equality between 

all sites. TLCP will be trading both as ‘single partnership & practice’ covering 

all 5 sites. 

 

 

https://www.emisgroupplc.com/who-we-are/
https://selondonccg.nhs.uk/
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Merger Plan 

update - Q&A 
 

 

 

 

[back-office 

changes 

 

[efficiency] 

 

 

 

[merger doc] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[TLCP 

partnership] 

 

[merger] 

[directing 

patients] 

 

[upskilling 

frontline staff] 

 

 

 

[staff 

advantages] 

 

 

 

 

[merger 

publicity] 

 

 

 

[publicity cost a 

factor] 

 

[specialist 

clinics] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PPGMem –what are the expected patient merger benefits (unseen so far)?   

Colin - all 5 sites will function as one practice giving flexibility as patients 

can attend any site.   It also enables TLCP to move staff around, although this 

to some extend is already happening.  It increases efficiency by avoiding 

TLCP report submittal 5 times to different bodies e.g. NHSE.  From the patient 

point of view benefits are happening already. 

 

For full merger document see SELCCG website as it gives info on “purpose 

and intended journey forward” etc. (about 30ish pages)                 [Refer to: 

https://selondonccg.nhs.uk/about-us/our-primary-care-commissioning-

committee/pccc-meetings-and-papers/ ] 

 

PPGMem – can you distinguish between mergers of sites and back-office 

function?  

Colin – legally, TLCP are already a 23-partner entity since 2017 (with tax 

returns/trading etc.) but each site has been separately NHSE-contracted but we 

are now gathering these under one umbrella.  Whilst this meant 5 site-based 

databases, the merger will enable one single super-practice database and will 

facilitate trained call centre staff to direct patients to the appropriate 

clinician/service and maximise use of the new advanced telephone system 

(which could not happen without database unification).  There will be 

“upskilling of frontline contact staff” & will also make “5-pharmacist hub 

more efficient”. 

 

PPGMem – what is advantage for staff (admin & medical)? 

Colin – merger will enable streamlining and concentration of roles giving 

more specialised/expert individual areas.  Have agreed no redundancies if staff 

are flexible & move sites as necessary; also considering a local central office 

setup. The TLCP will have “smarter leaner ways of working with current 

staffing” with services under one umbrella. 

 

PPGMem – how and when will patients know about merger? 

Colin – has personally handled arising front desk queries.  Also, everyone 

with registered mobiles would have received text inviting any queries to be 

sent to dedicated email address. 

Currently discussing official notification with SELCCG which is required to 

inform all patients.  Is it worth writing to 57,000 patients telling them there 

will be ‘no change to services’ (costing approx. £30K coming from the 

borough health budget)?  This is a challenge and questionable. We have good 

SELCCG colleagues & are “desperately trying innovative thinking” around 

how to send out official notification.  Merger may enable specialist clinics 

using plethora of pre-existing skills.  Nurses already cover different sites.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://selondonccg.nhs.uk/about-us/our-primary-care-commissioning-committee/pccc-meetings-and-papers/
https://selondonccg.nhs.uk/about-us/our-primary-care-commissioning-committee/pccc-meetings-and-papers/
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KEY TOPIC 

Making 

appointments 

(Aiysha) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[increased 

demand on 

system] 

 

 

[NHS picture] 

 

 

[telephone 

queue] 

 

 

[GP shortage] 

 

 

[locum costs] 

 

 

[Practice mtg] 

[Secretary of 

State] 

 

 

 

 

[demand on 

GPs] 

[f2f where 

necessary] 

 

 

[best way 

getting appoints] 

 

 

[learning from 

other sites] 

[avoiding long 

Qs] 

 

 

 

 

The PPG would like guidance on what patients are supposed to do to get 

through and make appointments in face of difficulties.  Is there something 

that patients should be doing but aren’t? Is there some way system can be 

made more streamlined and helped? 

 

Jacqui - practice receives about 2,500 phone calls per week.  A screen shows 

status of telephone queue.  Staff are working hard & effectively already, with 

little room for improvements.  Practice trying desperately hard to answer 

phones. 

Practice can offer 1,100 GP appointments/week (excluding nurses’) of which 

50% online. Great difficulty in getting GPs, plus maternity leave and 

resignations.   

It is not just our Practice but a national situation: from 2019 there were 2 

appointments for every 18 people in England. Current telephone system limits 

length of queue and patients know their position. 

 

Colin - Staff get “pulled from pillar to post” and is one reason to look at 

dedicated call centre.  Patients expect to see a GP but Practice has great 

difficulties in getting enough GPs, now including locums.  And hourly costs 

have increased from £80 to £100 plus. Patients don’t necessarily need a GP 

but others such as a nurse, social prescriber or pharmacist who would be up to 

date with medication.  Many patients are happy with telephone consultations 

but via video is yet to be used.  There is a practice meeting on 15 Dec to discuss 

what the Secretary of State’s demands will mean for the Practice.  Also TLCP 

has contractual obligations both towards employees and giving good services 

to patients.  It was stressed that there are no GPs around, not even locums. 

 

Aiysha – agreed that other staff such as pharmacists could do a lot more to 

handle patient contacts. 

Colin – a difficulty is the patient expectation to see a GP straight away, and 

unless there is a clinical necessity that is one thing that is not happening.  

Where clinically necessary, practices have continued seeing patients 

throughout pandemic, but need to move towards a better balance between 

demand & staff capacity & actual need. 

 

PPGMem – appreciate things are difficult, but would like to return to how 

patients can best secure appointments?  

Colin – at the moment there is some variance across the 5 sites so working 

towards consistency. Formerly a needs-based service it is now demand-led.  

Looking at experience and trying to learn best practice from other mergers e.g. 

Whitstable, Modality/Midlands and Nexus/Southwark. 

Jacqui – Practice doesn’t encourage people to walk in, to avoid long queues.  

People can book online, 50% appointments are released at 08:00 & 18:30 

throughout Mon-Sun - but they go very quickly (this information is already 

given on Practice website).   
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[staggering 

appoints] 

 

 

 

 

 

[patients without 

tech] 

 

 

[care continuity 

& GP 

availability] 

 

 

[GP duty info] 

 

 

 

[tel ‘callback’] 

 

 

[advance 

booking of 

follow-ups] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[central appoints 

system] 

 

 

 

 

 

[triaging] 

 

 

 

[direction to 

correct 

professional] 

 

 

 

 

 

Aiysha – asked if online appointments could be made available in a more 

staggered way.  

Jacqui – Have talked about staggering appointments, although that will not 

change total GP availability and actively considering changing the current 

arrangements. 

ACTION PPG – to follow-up on results of Practice discussion. 

 

Aiysha – what opportunities available for patients without online access to 

walk in – as some people can’t use apps etc. 

Jacqui – there is scope for those with no alternative to walk in. 

 

PPGMem - Continuity of care is now very difficult to return to same GP, if 

wanted. 

Colin – it relates to 3-day week of GPs plus they have training & holidays - a 

difficult challenge.   

 

PPGMem – useful to know when a particular GP is on duty so that an 

appointment is sought on the best possible day. 

 

PPGMem – can there be a ‘call-back’ opportunity be set up? 

Colin – this will never be possible/practical due to high turnover. 

 

PPGMem – patients who have a consultation and are asked to return for a 

follow-up after an interval, are not able to set up an appointment then and 

there.  They have waited much longer before trying to set up follow-up 

appointments, which is then difficult. 

Colin – should be possible for patients to set up follow-up appointments in 

advance – will look into this and speak to Lead Nurse.  ACTION COLIN 

Jacqui – looking at making appointments available up to six months in 

advance. 

 

PPGMem – Are we going to have a centralised system & will this mean all 

practices can take patients, rather than telling them if they phone another 

practice there will be a shorter queue? 

Colin – Exactly as intended. Once databases are merged, the call-centre, with 

possibly 12-14 staff next year, will offer patients appointments at site of choice 

or one with shortest queue. 

 

PPGMem – does not get impression that reception staff necessarily fully 

understand meaning of word ‘triage’ as by medical definition this means only 

assessment and not actual treatment.  What is the official position or 

interpretation? 

Colin – would prefer to call it “you are appointed to correct professional”.  

Receptionists will ask patients for appropriate information enabling fastest 

treatment by correct person.  This is why specialist trained staff will be at call 

centre.  A triage is more a clinical assessment by a doctor. This is why patients 

can’t walk in to face-to-face straight away.  It is not triage at first contact but 

questions to enable correct pathway. 

 

PPGMem– very careful explanation, including website information needed 

when patients asked by receptionists why they want to see a GP as it can be 

difficult to reveal sensitive medical information to non-clinical staff. 
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[patient contact 

with non-

clinical 

(reception) staff] 

 

[call centres & 

trained staff] 

 

[assessment pre-

warning] 

 

 

[forewarning to 

patients] 

 

[auto-link to 

patients notes] 

 

 

[signposting 

patients] 

 

[new national 

pharmacy 

scheme] 

 

 

[timing of 

access to new tel 

service] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Draft PPG 

constitution] 

[PPG 

Committee] 

 

Colin- this is not new and are learning from others.  Staff trained to answer 

questions & must sign confidentiality agreements.  Necessary step to ensure 

patients end up by being treated by correct clinicians. 

It is not easy but call centres and question asked are now becoming standard 

and are why call centres need trained staff.  There is a need for pre-warning 

about this requirement and to put it on Practice website. 

ACTION COLIN – appointment message pre-warning about assessment 

questions and website info to appear in near future. 

ACTION PPG – include item in future PPG discussion. 

 

PPGMem–the forewarning is not always happening. 

Jacqui – patients were originally told but some complained that time was 

being wasted being repeatedly told same information and this meant that the 

Practice were put between “a rock and a hard place” over giving out this type 

of information. 

Colin – the new telephone system will recognise registered caller’s telephone 

numbers and automatically direct the trained staff at the Practice end to the 

medical record. 

 

Aiysha – so seems better to have forewarning in answering machine message 

so receptionists don’t have to keep repeating.  There have been a lot of 

directives to get information out pointing patients in the right direction for 

services – good to include. 

Colin – new national scheme coming out where community pharmacists and 

practices work together and can refer directly to pharmacists.  Not rolled out 

in Lewisham quite yet.   

 

PPGMem – when will our Practice be accessing the new advanced telephone 

service? 

Colin – right now we are uncertain and subject to confirmation of EMIS 

capacity, but are working to 12/13th March 2022 completion. 

 

 

Colin – has been speaking to Healthwatch and will be circulating the revised 

PPG constitution – what sort of areas will be coming under the local group, 

what would come under a ‘higher level group’ and how everyone who is a 

PPG member could come together once a year.   

 

ACTION COLIN - will send a revised PPG Constitution Draft document 

around for all PPGs within TCLP to comment on. 

It has recently been fine-tuned because on the ‘PPG Committee’ there is a 

patient representative as well. 

*AOB   

Date of next full 

PPG meeting 

TBC (January 2022) 

 


